Georgina Trudgill
Associate Director – Commercial Finance
George in an experienced Finance Recruiter who has solely focused on commercial
finance over her 10 year career. She works with a broad range of industry clients, typically
on a sole agency basis due to the established trust and relationships she has built.
She’s highly attentive to every assignment ensuring a quick moving and effective process in
which no stone is left unturned in her search for the perfect match. An understanding and
dedicated Recruiter, she leverages her industry knowledge and network to deliver the best
results for clients and candidates alike.

"It’s great dealing with such a wide variety of individuals, getting to know them and
helping them further their career. No two days are the same and you get out what
you put in. What’s not to love!"
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Benefit from George’s broad network of regional finance candidates and industry knowledge built up over 9 years working
in Finance Recruitment.
Over 350 successful placements to date.
High quality of service - 89% of vacancy placements over the last year were from repeat clients.
Established and trusted in the market - 91% of new business generated through referrals from existing clients.
Confidence in service delivery - 87% of vacancies filled over the past year were sole agency positions.

Client Testimonials

Recent Engagements

"Georgina was extremely helpful at finding a replacement within an extremely tight turnaround.
She managed to source a decent amount of candidates for us to interview, and we were happily
surprised at the high calibre of all CV's. During what could have been a very stressful time,
Georgina alleviated this. I would not hesitate to use her again in the future. 5 stars!"
Finance Manager, Southern Scientific
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"As a relatively new business we had not previously recruited for a finance role. The support and
knowledge we received from Georgina at Harvey John was invaluable throughout the entire
process. Furthermore Georgina immediately connected with our brief and presented a selection
of great candidates. The high calibre of the candidates did make reaching a final decision quite
hard but we were able to select and recruit a Finance Manager in just two weeks. We would not
hesitate to recommend Georgina and Harvey John and will certainly look to use their services in
the future."
Managing Director, Rinkit
"I've worked with Georgina several times and she has successfully filled 3 vacancies for me over
the years. Without fail she's been excellent to work with - she has always taken a genuine interest
in the vacancy and, importantly, tried hard to closely match a small number of suitable candidates
(rather than blasting CVs without proper consideration for both candidate or employer). She is
highly professional, always follows-up when promised, and takes her role seriously. I would not
hesitate to recommend her."
Head of Finance & Operations, Park Cameras
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Finance Manager | IT
Products & Services,
Brighton
Management Accountant |
Manufacturing, Worthing
Accounts Assistant |
Aviation, Horsham
Accounts Assistant | Retail,
Burgess Hill
Payroll Manager |
Education, Brighton
Credit Controller | Business
Services, Horsham
Assistant Accountant |
Manufacturing, Eastbourne
Finance Manager | Business
Services, Tunbridge Wells
Temporary Purchase Ledger
| Pharmaceuticals, Brighton
Legal Cashier | Legal,
Crawley

Contact: 01273 827475 | 07508 748013 | george@harveyjohn.com | www.harveyjohn.com | @HarveyJohnLtd

